ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS
Growers Basket Booster 4-Strand Trellis
for hanging baskets with wire hangers
or for containers

Parts Reference

Short Tube

1

Short
Tube
Small
Holes

Hold one of the pre-assembled parts and rotate the 1st Leg
that is adjacent to the Leg with Pins
Pin

2
Key
Hole

Cable
Tie

Align the small holes with the Pins and pinch together
Leg

3

Pins

Your Kit will come assembled
with the part shown above
Short Tube
Continue to rotate the Legs and pinch together to form the X
shape.
1

4

Remove the Short Tube from the X shape
and discard

Slide the X center hole over the hook on a
pre-planted basket (using a wire hanger)

6

Insert the trellis Legs ends deep into the soil
around the inside of the pot

For hanging baskets
with wire hangers complete
assembly steps 5-8
For patio pot containers skip
to and complete step 9.
Hanging Basket

Hanging Basket

5

Hanging Basket
Thread Cable Tie down
through the open hole
in the top of the trellis
(as shown), cross
the bottom and back
up through the opposite
open hole

7

Push the top of the trellis down
to expose the wire (or chain)
hanger strands through
the hole at the top.

Connect loose end of Cable Tie
under the hook. Trim the end of
2
the Cable Tie as needed.

Hanging Basket

8

**

For patio pot containers complete
step 9

9

Patio Pot Container

**
*
**

Wire Hanger
Optional solar lights

Train the planted vine to wrap around the
trellis Legs.

(Optional solar light strings are available and
purchased separately)
Patent Pending

Insert the trellis legs deep into the soil around
the inside of the pot making sure that each
leg is inserted to the same depth and the X
center hole is over the center of the pot.

Optional solar light strings and bird finials are
available and purchased separately.
Patent Pending
3

